Feed your companion animals a vegan diet!

http://www.vegepet.com/

Break the link to slaughterhouses, with Vegepet™ products!
Consider one word found on most pet food labels: by-products. Hundreds of
rendering plants (known as the silent industry) produce over 8 billion tons each
year containing:
Carcasses of pets (some with flea collars and containing sodium pentobarbital
used for euthanasia).
Diseased livestock, some still wearing plastic ID tags, and filled with
unwanted insecticides and pharmaceuticals.
Rotting supermarket rejects including plastic and Styrofoam packaging.
Harbingers pioneered this cruetly-free way of diet for ethical reasons, but it soon
proved to be healthier! Letters and calls poured in from all over the world. People
were simply amazed at health improvements that took place in their companion
animals' health. Often a veterinarian had warned the caretaker to disattach to a
failing animal, but with the Vegepet™ diet, health reappeared. We've received
reports of animals living an additional 10 years after a vet had given up on them.
"As a veterinarian being concerned with the animal's health, it is very encouraging
to observe their health improving in many cases after being on the new regimen."
Michael Lemmon, DVM
Along the way we found time to document the research, and publish some of the
many of letters received. We sold out of the third edition of Vegetarian Cats &
Dogs, but NOW it's available to download or order as a CD-ROM.
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Vegetarian Cats & Dogs is a solid work of ethical integrity and is meritorious as an
example of applying scientific information to progressive ends. The scientific
rationale is as sound as the moral arguments are incisive and persuasive. The
author is sincere in his commitment to a scientifically sound means to feed dogs
and cats with superior nourishment (meeting all the known nutritional
requirements for different stages of life), while at the same time reducing large
scale animal suffering in agribusiness.
David H. Jaggar, MRCVS, DC
Make wise decisions for your companions' food. With our help, everyone can
prepare extraordinarily pure, delicious meat-free meals in their own kitchen. Use
any of the easy to follow recipes that accompany each of our supplements, using
ingredients such as soy products, garbanzo beans, lentils, rice and wheat. It's
never too late to start. Products come in many sizes, and all have a 30-day money
back guarantee.
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